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1

Introduction to Stata

1.1.2
On page 2, in the last sentence of the section, the word “comment” in “comment needs to be” should
be replaced by “command”.

1.2
On page 4, in the next to the last paragraph, the words “*day”, “monday”, “tuesday” represent
commands or variables and should thus be written as *day, monday, tuesday.
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Getting Data In and Out, Inspecting and Describing the Data

2.2.1
On page 12, in the last row of regular text, the “disadvantage in sense” should be edited to “disadvantage in the sense”.

4

Producing Graphics

On page 2, the last bullet point in the middle of the page should correctly say “by far not a complete
treatment”.
4.1.2
On page 3, the first line below the section heading should end on “a different color”
4.1.2
On page 5, the first line of regular (non-bold) text should contain “in the previous exercise” rather
than “in previous exercise”.
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4.2
On page 6, the second line of the second paragraph should end with “a detailed”.

4.7
Unfortunately, the two links leading to the UCLA’s website no longer work.
On page 17, the first line of text should contain “with an introduction” rather than “with introduction”.
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Econometric Methods and Diagnostics

5.4.1
On page 14, in the first paragraph, the next to the last line should contain “on a specific list” rather
than “on specific list”.
5.8.1
On page 35, on the first line, there is extra “we” in “now we there are no gaps”.
On the same page, in the second bullet point, there are two commas missing in “Notice however that”.
5.8.2
On page 37, in the last line of the regular text, there is a comma missing in “Notice however”.
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Basics of Programming

6.4.2
On page 18, on the first line, there is a typo in the word “assingns”. It should correctly say “assigns”.

6.6
On page 20, the comments to the first two lines within the loop should correctly include “a particular”
rather than just “particular”.
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